tivs in abhangigen dubitativen Fragesatzen hat das spatere Griechisch nicht selten den Infinitiv." -in Kiihner-Gerth (1904) , II, 23, who rejects the possibility that the infinitive could be used in dependent deliberative clauses in Classical Greek, quoting a dubious case from Herodotus (1, 88 '' 3 -Hult (1990) in the investigation into the prose syntax: of the 5th century AD doesn't mention such clauses from the period, but Mayser (1929) , loc. cit., as well as Radermacher (1911) , loc. cit., quotes a case from Callinicus, who is characterized by Hult as the most non-literary writer of aH the authors she investigated.
It can be argued that Jannaris' explanation of the origin of the construction as quoted above is not the most plausible one for the following reason:
Th!( infinitive is used in the same syntactic function in some modem languages, cf. above. It is therefore not necessary to assume that the infinitive in this syntactic function was a mistake, caused by insufficient knowledge of Greek. Additionally, J annaris couldn't have been acquainted with the fact that, according to Rohlfs (1977) , 191, the infinitive is used in dependent deliberative clauses also in modem South-Italian Greek dialects, e.g. den exo pu pai. 'I don't know where to go'. Rohlfs also states, loc. cit., that the deliberative infinitive can be used in South-Itali.an Greek dialects in independent clauses, as in Pou pai? 'Where to go?'.
It should be pointed out that South-Italian Greek dialects are believed to be descendants of Ancient Greek Doric dialects. 4 If this is so, the use of the infinitive 2 "Der Gebrauch des Infinitivs in abhiingigen Fragsatzen st. des Konjunktivs gehort erst der spiiteren Griizitiit an." (Joe. cit.) 3 The case from the Bible quoted by Radermacher is not reliable. In some editions the interrogative pronoun tivvna is omitted or interpreted an as indefinite pronoun (tina); cf., however, the standard Slovene translation (SSP, Ljubljana 1996) : "Vaš nasprotnik hudič hodi okrog kakor rjoveč lev in išče, koga bi požrl." 4 cf. Browning (1969) , 130: "It is now clear ... that the speech of these enclaves is the descendant ... of the Greek colonists of Magna Graecia." in dependent deliberative clauses in South-Italian Greek dialects cannot _be basis for assumptions about Post-Classical spoken Greek, and can be, for the purposes of the present paper, referred to only from a general linguistic viewpoint. The infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses in South-Italian Greek dialects is also discussed by Horrocks (1997), 305, who ascribes it to the influence of Italian. However, he doesn't mention the use of the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses in PostClassical Greek, cf. loc. cit. 5 Rohlfs (1962) , 113, on the other hand, points out several similarities between the syntax of modem South-Italian Greek dialects and the Greek of the Post-Classical period; he observes that in South-Italian Greek dialects, as well as in Post-Classical Greek, the infinitive is an obligatory complement only to the verb 'can', while after 'want' both infinitive and object clauses occur. 6 According to Horrocks (1997) , loc. cit., these dialects became detached from the mainland Greek at the end of the 11 th century, which is why they "preserved a great many archaic features, some ofwhich go back to Koine spoken in ancient Magna Graecia" (loc. cit.).7
In cases such as those quoted above, the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses should obviously be interpreted as a construction parallel to the deliberative subjunctive in dependent interrogative clauses (cf. Kiihner-Gerth, op. cit., referred to above). In terms of the main semantic opposition between the dynamic and declarative infinitive, 8 referred to in the majority of modem studies that investigate the syntax of Greek infinitive clauses,9 the infinitive clauses quoted above cannot be interpreted as declarative. Consequently, they pertain to the category of dynamic infinitive clauses, which refer to a non-factual action.10
The infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses in the investigated authors
In the two investigated Early Byzantine authors, the following infinitive clauses can be interpreted as dependent deliberative infinitive clauses:
5 What he mentions is the use of deliberative infinitive clauses in medieval Greek literature (in Digenes Akrites) and in Cretan Renaissance literature. 6 South-Italian Greek dialects exhibit traces of other influences apart from the ancient Greek dialects.
According to one hypothesis, they were strongly influenced by the inhabitants who settled in South Italy in the Byzantine period, cf. Rohlfs (1962 ), 115, Joseph (1983 ), 74, Horrocks (1997 , Joe. cit.
7 Horrocks (1997), Joe. cit. 8 The terms 'dynamic' and 'declarative' infinitive go back to Kurzova (1968) ; the latter corresponds to an infinitive dependent on the verbs of speaking and thinking (semantically referring to a factual action), while the former refers to an infinitive dependent on the verbs of ordering and moda! verbs (referring to a non-factual action).
9 On the use of the two terms in modem literature, cf. Rijksbaron (1984) , 101. 10 cf. Jannaris (19682), Joe. cit., who discusses infinitive deliberative clauses in the chapter on the prospective infinitive (which corresponds to the term 'dynamic infinitive'). There is some caution necessary, since interrogative pronouns in Greek often differ from the corresponding indefinite pronouns only in respect of the word accent. If an interrogative pronoun is taken as indefinite, the dependent infinitive might be understood as object complement to the governing verb if the latter is transitive. In the case of a phenomenon as rare as deliberative infinitive clauses, the possibility of a scribe's error might be considered, cf. Mayser (1929) II, 3, 54, on •l rtm~cral. This category of dubious cases may include Vita 147, 46. The manuscript tradition, however, is certain in these cases, which makes the doubt less well-founded. 11 Concerning clauses 116, 5 and 165, 38, it can be noted that they are not necessarily interpreted as infinitive dependent interrogative clauses (oux. oloa: rtw~ drtdv), since the infinitive can also be understood as the dynamic infinitive dependent on olOa; in this case, the dependent interrogative clause consist only of the interrogative pronoun rtw~ (oux. oloa drte:1v: rtw~). When the whole passage is read, the latter interpretation seems slightly more probable, since in both cases the emphasis lies on how the action could have happened (in clause 116, 5, on the fact that the farmer was digging alongside the hill, and in 165, 38, on the fact that Theodor allowed Georgios to write his biography); the writer is probably not asking how to express himself, which would be the meaning of rtw~ drtdv oux. olOa, if the infinitive clause is interpreted as dynamic.
Concerning the cases of infinitive dependent interrogative clauses occurring in Vita Theodori Syceotae, a remarkable feature can be observed, namely that in two cases (Vita 162, 5 and 167, 22 ) the infinitive cannot be interpreted as a substitute for the deliberative subjunctive. If a finite verbal form was used in these cases, it would be either the indicative or possibly, in Classical Greek, the optativus obliquus, on which cf. below. Consequently, the two infinitive clauses can hardly be interpreted as dynamic, such as deliberative infinitive clauses (cf. above). 
Pratum Spirituale
we came to the desert, the Hebrew fell deadly sick, and we were in a state of great fear, not knowing what to do with him'.
In some of the above cases it should be taken into consideration that the pitch accent had disappeared from Greek by the Early Byzantine period. One can therefore ask what phonetic difference, if any, there was between the stressed and the unstressed pronoun ti and, in clause 2892 B, between the circumflex and the grave accent. Cf. 3028, D 'EnoLlJcrix oi:iv OAlJV 't'~v ~µtpixv iiao'Aecrxwv xixt oux eyLvwcrx6v n novljcrixi13 'I spent all day prating and 1 didn't have anything to do', where, if the accent changes, the dependent (non-deliberative) infinitive clause becomes a dependent deliberative clause. However, this observation does not refer to cases such as 2956 A nouno't'e iine'A-3-dv ou Mvixµixi 'I can't go anywhere' or 3092 B 't'L7tO't'€: exoµev 7t1Xp1XXIXAEO'IXL cre 'There's something we want to ask you', where the pronoun is doubtlessly an indefinite one. In the ambiguous cases, where 12 cf. Mihevc-Gabrovec (1960 ), 75 13 In Mihevc-Gabrovec (1960 , loc. cit., this case is listed among dependent deliberative clauses. But the pronoun in this clause is accented as interrogative and not indefinite when one follows Migne' s edition of the text, the same as in Pratum 3057 A xott oox ex11.:; 'n E:py<Xcrotcr&otL 'And you don't have anything to do'. However, the Greek text is not certain here. Hesseling (1931) stresses oox E:ylvwcrxov i::l rtoL1jcrotL.' 1 didn't know what to do'. the difference between the interrogative and indefinite pronoun is one of the word accent, it can be assumed that the phonetic difference in the spoken language lay in the clause intonation, 1 4 an assumption that cannot be proved for obvious reasons. In the interpretation below 1 follow the manuscript tradition and do not consider these cases questionable.
The above cases quoted from Pratum Spirituale and Vita Theodori Syceotae can be divided into two groups: (1) the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses, occurring after the governing verb (oux) žxw '(not) have' or (oux) olScx. '(not) know' (9 cases) (2) the infinitive in non-deliberative dependent interrogative clauses (2 cases) All of the above dependent infinitive clauses are variable interrogative clauses; polar interrogative clauses do not occur in the form of dependent infinitive clauses, either in the investigated authors or in other consulted sources. In the present paper only variable interrogative clauses are subsumed under the term 'deliberative clauses'.
Group 1
Historically speaking, these cases can be explained as extended use of the dynamic infinitive, dependent on the verbs žxw 'have' and olScx. 'know'. The verbs that can govern deliberative infinitive clauses can also govern the dynamic infinitive. 15 This explanation goes back to Jannaris, op. cit., § 2093, who claims, in a statement different from the one quoted at the beginning ofthe paper, that Post-Classical Greek "conceives oux žxw, &7topw, o-xo7tw and the like as negative terms of Mvcx.µcx.L, žxw, e:u7topw etc., and thus constructs them with the infinitive, not with the subjunctive / .. ./ as: Josephi Narr. 2, 2 oux dxov -ro 7twc; -ro mfoxcx. 7toL-Yjcrcx.L." This explanation is also supported by cases such as Pratum Spirituale 3028 D, on which cf. above.
It can also be argued that the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses belonged to spoken Greek, not only since the sources containing the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses generally reflect a level of style close to the conditions in the spoken language, 16 but also on the basis of the investigated authors. Most of the quoted cases of the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses are from Pratum Spirituale, a document exhibiting many traces of the developments in the contemporary spoken language.17 Moreover, the majority of the cases occur inside passages written in the form of direct speech. The ratio between deliberative infinitive clauses in direct and indirect speech is 6:3. Por these reasons (as well as for other 14 Similarly as in modem Greek in the case of the relative and interrogative 7tou. 15 cf. e.g. LSJ, s.v. ol8(X and exw 16 cf. the sources referring to deliberative infinitive clauses quoted at the beginning of the paper. However, in the Chronicle of John Malalas, a prose text contemporary with Pratum Spirituale and Vita Theodori Syceotae, which is also believed to be one of the crucial documents of the spoken language of the tirne, I find no cases of deliberative infinitive clauses, neither are they quoted in other consulted sources. 17 cf. e.g. Horrocks (1997), 186 reasons that have already been stated at the beginning of the paper), Jannaris' interpretation quoted at the beginning of the paper is less likely.
This group reveals the following characteristics: -In all ni.ne cases, there are only two governing verbs introducing the dependent deliberative infinitive clause, namely olStX 'know' and zxw 'have'.
-The subjects of the governing verb and of the dependent deliberative question are co-referential. Judging from the above quotations, it seems that the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses occurred only after certain governing verbs. One could also assume that only a limited number of verbs could be used in the dependent deliberative infinitive clause. However, the above quotations are not necessarily taken as statistically significant. Ljungvik (1926), loc. cit., quotes 3 cases, in 2 of which the infinitive occurs after (oox) "Exw '(not) have'. Jannaris (1968 2 ) quotes altogether 16 cases of the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses, 9 of them occurring after (oox) 'Exw '(not) have' and 4 after &.7topew 'be in doubt', while other deliberative infinitive clauses are construed with other verbs. In the opening clause of the paragraph, he claims that the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses occurs "after &.7topew, oox 'Exw, oxo7tew and the like". In the cases quoted by Mayser, loc. cit., various verbs are used in the governing clause as well as in the dependent infinitive clause. The use of the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses was possibly limited to certain governing verbs, but due to the contrary cases this is impossible to claim. It is also uncertain if the verbs that could govern infinitive deliberative clauses occurred any less frequently in the role of the governing verbs of subjunctive deliberative clauses. Mayser (1929) I, 2, 235, quotes several cases of(oox) E:.xw 'not have' governing deliberative subjunctive clauses, cf. also the above quotation from Pratum Spirituale 2932 B. In order to examine the distribution of governing verbs in the infinitive/subjunctive dependent deliberative clauses, a more extensive research would be needed since the investigated authors employ very few dependent deliberative clauses.
As stated above, in all quotations from the investigated authors, the subject of the governing clause and the subject of the infinitive clause are co-referential. Judging from other consulted sources quoted at the beginning of the paper, the same observation applies to dependent deliberative infinitive clauses in other authors as well. In contrast to group 2 (cf. below), there are no cases of Acl ('the accusative with the infinitive') in group 1, either in the investigated authors or in other consulted sources.
The co-reference of subjects is not necessary in dependent deliberative clauses. Cases without co-reference can easily be imagined and are also attested in Greek, cf. Mayser (1929) II, 1, 235, who quotes the following clause from Ptolemaic papyri: tvtX yp&:I);"{)~, e7tt 'tlV(X 't~V &.vtXcpopa:v 1tOLWfLtXL 'Write to me to whom I should make the report'.
lnterpretation in terma oj Naturalness Theory
This chapter attempts to interpret the use of the infinitive in dependent deliberative clauses in Greek from the perspective of Naturalness Theory, as it has developed in its most recent version at the University of Ljubljana under the guidance of Professor Janez Orešnik ('the Slovenian Theory'). The first part briefly presents the basic principles of Naturalness Theory, while the second part interprets the characteristics of deliberative infinitive clauses as presented above.
The basic terms used in Naturalness Theory are 'natural' and 'naturalness'. Naturalness Theory distinguishes 'sem' and 'sym naturalness'. The term 'sem natura!' (abbreviated as 'sem') refers to naturalness from the speaker's viewpoint, and the term 'sym natural' (abbreviated as 'sym') from the hearer's viewpoint. Naturalness from the speaker's viewpoint is defined as "naturalness of an expression in terms of its semantic complexity", Orešnik (2001), 11, and naturalness from the hearer's viewpoint as "naturalness of an expression in terms of its coding properties", ibid. The term 'sem natural' can be replaced with the term 'natural' (abbreviated as 'nat'). Naturalness Theory sees two tendencies operating in the language, the interest of the speaker and the interest of the hearer. It assumes that the two tendencies are contrary to one another.
The Slovenian Theory investigates the properties of syntactic variants. At its earliest stages only two morphological or syntactic units which express precisely the same meaning could be understood as variants, e.g. an object clause and an infinitive clause, reported speech and direct speech. Later the term was broadened in the sense that any pair of morphological or syntactic units belonging to the same superordinate grammatical category can be taken as variants, e.g. the definite and indefinite article, cf. Orešnik (2001), 15.
When a pair of syntactic constructions are understood as variants, one of them is more sem natural and the other less sem natural. When A is more sem natural than B, this is expressed in the form of a naturalness scale as follows: >sem (A, B) (or >nat (A, B)) The Slovenian Theory expands the basic scale >sem (A, B) into two additional scales that refer to optional usage of A or B:
>sem (A + B, B) >sem (A, A + B) According to the former of the two additional scales, admitting both the more and the less sem natural variant is more natural than admitting only the less sem natural variant. According to the latter, admitting only the more sem natural variant is more natural than admitting the more and the less sem natural variant, cf. Orešnik (2004), 12. An expanded scale (>sem (A+B, B) or >sem (A, A+B)) is true when the corresponding basic scale (>sem (A, B) ) is true.
Naturalness Theory assumes that the more sem natural variant tends to be used in more sem natural (less complex) circumstances than the less sem natural variant (i. e. that the more sem natura! variant associates in at least one respect with a more sem natural parameter than the less sem natural variant). This assumption is expressed in the form of the following alignment rules: >sem tends to align with >sem <sem tends to align with <sem The foHowing passage states the ten criteria used in the Slovenian Theory in determining the naturalness value of syntactic variants, cf. Orešnik (2004), 14/5. They are a fundamental contribution of the Slovenian Theory to Naturalness Theory. 1 thank Professor Orešnik for kindly allowing me to quote the passage and adapt it to the needs of the present paper. (A) The criterion of least effort. What conforms better to this principle is more natura!. What is cognitively simple (for the speaker) is easy to produce, easy to retrieve f ram memory, etc. \ (B) Phylogenetic age. What is older phylogenetically is more natura!. What is cognitively simpler (for the speaker) is acquired earlier by the language. (C) Prototypicality. What is nearer to the prototype is more natura!. (D) Degree of integration into the clause. What is better integrated into its clause is more natura!. This partially exploits (C): the prototypical syntactic situation is for a syntactic element to be well integrated into its syntactic construction. (E) Frequency. What is more frequent in a language tokenwise is more natura!.
What is cognitively simpler (for the speaker) is used more. (However; the inverse situation does not obtain: what is natura! is not necessarily frequent.) (F) Small v. large class. The use of a unit pertaining to a small class is more natura! than the use of a unit pertaining to a large class. During speech small classes are easier for the speaker to choose from than are large classes. (G) Specialized v. non-specialized use. If there exists a specialized way of expressing a category, that specialized way is very natura! as an expression of the category in question. If, for example, a language has reflexive personal pronouns, they are specialized to express reflexivity (whereas other personal pronouns are not speciaHzed to express reflexivity, even if they may express it under certain circumstances), and their use to express reflexivity is very natura!: >sem (+reflex-ive, -reflexive)/personal pronoun as expression of reflexivity. (H) Use v. non-use. The use of a category or process is more natura! than its nonuse. This generalization is based on the following consideration. All kinds of categories occur in the most natura! lexical items, paradigms and constructions of the language, and ebb on the way out of that core. An example is a language whose noun phrases distinguish the singular, plural and dual. Although the singular, plural and dual are not equally natura! with respect to one another, each of them is highly natura! in its own field. Por instance, the dual is highly natura! as an expression of duality: >sem(+, -)/dual in expressions of duality. This correlates with the circumstance that the dual (in fact all three numbers) is present in personal pronouns, i.e. in the most natural noun phrases, while it may be present to different degrees in the remaining noun phrases of the lan-. guage. (1) 
Injinitive deliberative clauses from the perspective oj Naturalness Theory
In terms of Naturalness Theory, infinitive dependent deliberative clauses represent a syntactic variant of subjunctive dependent deliberative clauses. The investigated texts themselves contain several cases of the subjunctive used in dependent deliberative clauses, cf. Pratum Spirituale 2932 B Oox ex'"v oi'Jv 7t6&e:v cpcX:y'" /..ot7tov, ex/..e:7t't"O'V 'So, not knowing what to eat, I was stealing'.
From the perspective ofNaturalness Theory, an infinitive dependent deliberative clause is the more sem natural variant and a subjunctive dependent deliberative clause the less sem natura! variant: >sem (infinitive, subjunctive)/dependent deliberative clauses Since in this case the opposition between the two syntactic variants (infinitive dependent deliberative clause, subjunctive dependent deliberative clause) is the opposition between an infinitive (non-finite) dependent clause and a finite dependent clause, the criteria for determining the naturalness value of the two syntactic variants are basically the same as could be applied to any pair of variants containi.ng an infinitive (non-finite) dependent clause and a finite dependent clause:
-criterion (D) of integration into the clause: Greek presents a clear example of how infinitive clauses are more integrated into the clause structure than finite dependent clauses. In Classical Greek the negative particle oox 'not' can be raised from dependent infinitive clauses ( cf. clauses of the type Oox ecp"IJ doE:-vixt 'He said he didn't know'), 18 a feature absent from the syntax of fini te dependent clauses. Moreover, infinitive clauses use reflexive pronouns to refer to the subject of the governing verb (as do independent clauses), which is not the case with finite object clauses.19 -criterion (A) of least effort:20 one can argue that infinitive clauses generally demand less effort from the speaker's viewpoint, since one word at most is nec-essary to form an infinitive clause (i. e. the infinitive ), while at most two words are necessary in the case of finite object clauses (i. e. a fini te verbal form and a conjunction); cf. Mayerthaler 1, 153: "lnfinitivbildungen dienen vor allem der Kodierungsokonomie. Sie fiihren zur Reduktion der Anzahl lexikalisierter Elemente in der Satzkonstruktion." -criterion (B) of phylogenetic age: it can be observed that in Greek infinitive clauses (dependent on the verbs of speaking) are attested already on the Mycenian tablets.2 1 Finite object clauses, on the other hand, are not.22 Although the Mycenian tablets are not an absolute proof that infinitive clauses developed at an earlier stage in Greek than finite dependent clauses, they suggest at least a very early development of infinitive clauses.
In the present paper, the following characteristics of infinitive dependent deliberative clauses in Greek are interpreted from the perspective ofNaturalness Theory:
-The infinitive is used in dependent deliberative clauses only in the case of co-referential subjects. -The Greek of the investigated period reveals only dependent infinitive deliberative clauses, while independent ones are not attested. -Historically speaking, the infinitive in deliberative clauses occurred later in the \ history of Greek than the infinitive in non-deliberative clauses. In order to interpret this fact from the perspective of Naturalness Theory (which is primarily a synchronic theory), a period has to be assumed in the history of Greek when the infinitive was absent from deliberative clauses and could only be used in nondeliberative clauses.23 The subject-matter will be treated in 'deductions' 1-III. Each deduction indicates the presuppositions which must obtain for the state of affairs considered to be predictable. 23 It has been referred to above that possibly only a certain group of verbs governed deliberative infinitive clauses. This feature, when proved, could easily be interpreted in terms of Natura!ness Theory according to the criterion (F) of small class.
-according to the criterion (A) of least effort; in the case of co-reference, the subject is repeated, which is easier for the speaker than to provide a new piece of information 1.2.1 >sem(+, ±)/co-referential subjects -the scale is of the type >sem (A, B) ~ >sem (A, A + B) 2. Alignment rules: 2.1. >sem tends to align with >sem 2.2. <sem tends to align with <sem 3. Prediction: If there is any difference between infinitive and subjunctive dependent deliberative clauses, such that one type of dependent deliberative clause can be used in the case of both co-referential and non co-referential subjects, and the other type only in the case of co-referential subjects, it is expected that infinitive dependent deliberative clauses can be used in the case of co-referential subjects, while subjunctive dependent deliberative clauses can be used in the case ofboth co-referential subjects and non co-referential subjects.
Another feature of deliberative infinitive clauses in the investigated authors is that only dependent ones are used, while independent ones do not occur. Judging from South-Italian Greek dialects, this is not the only possible situation, not even in Greek. From the perspective ofNaturalness Theory, dependent infinitive clauses are more natural than independent infinitive clauses; Mayerthaler I, 154, suggests the following naturalness scale: >sem (hypotaktischer, absoluter)/INF The scale is supported by the criterion (J) of typology. From the perspective of the Slovenian Theory, the same scale can be supported by the following criteria:
-according to the criterion (B) of phylogenetic age. In Greek, dependent infinitive clauses developed earlier than independent infinitive clauses; Greek infinitive endings go back to dative or locative abstract nouns. 24 Consequently, at least for the earliest periods of Greek, it cannot be expected that the infinitive could have been used at all in independent clauses. -according to the criterion (E) of frequency; in Greek, dependent infinitive clauses are used much more frequently than independent ones, even in Classical Greek, cf. Kurzova (1966), 40: "Gebrauch von Infinitivkonstruktionen in der Funktion eines selbstandigen Satzes ist im Griechischen nur auf die, im klassischen Griechisch iibrigens nur sporadisch belegte, imperativische Verwendung beschrankt." -according to the criterion (C) ofprototypicality, cf. above on the phylogenetic criterion and on the criterion of frequency. When it is supposed that in the investigated period the infinitive was not used in independent deliberative clauses, the situation is explained in terms of Naturalness Theory as follows: 24 cf. e.g. Schwyzer (19592), 358 Deduction II:
Variants: dependent infinitive deliberative clauses, independent infinitive deliberative clauses -according to the criterion (A) of least effort; an additional element, namely an interrogative pronoun, is necessary to form a deliberative clause 1.2. >sem(-, +)/finite dependent clause -cf. above, p. 58 1.2.1. >sem(±, +)/finite dependent clause -the scale is of the type >sem (A, B) ~>sem (A+B, B)
Alignment rules:
2.1. >sem tends to align with >sem 2.2. <sem tends to align with <sem 3. Prediction: Within dependent clauses of Classical Greek, if there is any difference between non-deliberative and deliberative clauses, such that one type of clause could be formed both finitely and non-finitely and the other type only finitely, it is expected that non-deliberative clauses could be formed both finitely and non-finitely, and deliberative clauses only finitely.
Group2
This group comprises only two examples, both from Vita Theodori Syceotae. What divides them from group 1 is that their meaning cannot be interpreted as deliberative. The expected form in an equivalent finite dependent clause would not be the subjunctive but the indicative. Another possibility in Classical Greek or in Post-Classical archaising literature would be the potential optative, cf. Pratum 2929 A 'Eyw SE: e:AoyL~OfL"YJV 'tl &v c:' l"YJ 'tOU'tO 'I was wondering what it could be.'.
Another difference is that in both cases AcI is used in the dependent interrogative clause (mxpixxix:Aouµ.c:vo~ ... 'tl dvixL 'to 't"OWU'tou nepix~ dnc:"i:v 'He was asked to tell us what was the end ofit' and µ.ix&dv &~wuvniv noLixv 't!XU't"Y)V dvixL 't~v &noD"Y)µ.Lixv 'When we asked to learn what this absence meant...'). This construction does not occur in group 1, where the subject ofthe infinitive clause is omitted in all cases.
The third difference between the two groups of interrogative infinitive clauses lies in the form and the meaning of the governing verb, the verbs :A€:yw 'say' and µ.ixv&&.vw 'learn' not being attested as governing verbs in group l. Moreover, the governing verbs in the two cases of group 2 occur in the infinitive form (the structure of the two clauses is the following: µ.ix&dv: noLixv 't"IXU't"Y)V dvixL 't~v &noD"YJfLL-' ixv 'to learn: what this absence meant' and dndv: 'tl dvixL 'to 't"OU'tou nepix~ 'to tell: what was the end of it'). Consequently, another interpretation can be suggested, namely that the use ofthe infinitive in the two dependent (interrogative) clauses was influenced by the form of the governing verb.
In the consulted sources quoted at the beginning of the paper I found no mention ofthe infinitive used in non-deliberative dependent interrogative clauses, which presents another difficulty for the interpretation of this type of clause. If the meaning of the infinitive in the two dependent interrogative clauses is assumed to be potential, a motivation for the use of the infinitive in group 2 could be seen in the retreat of the optative from the spoken language.
Another problem lies in characterizing the stylistic value of these two cases. Neither of them occurs in the passages written in the form of direct speech, which makes it less likely that this was a feature of the spoken language. Since the infinitive was disappearing from the spoken language at the tirne, the two clauses of group 2 could be interpreted as hypercorrect.
If this interpretation is adopted, it could be questioned whether the two clauses are suitable for the Naturalness Theory approach at ali, since Naturalness Theory studies phenomena that develop in a language spontaneously. If, on the other hand, interrogative infinitive clauses of non-deliberative meaning are taken to have been more than a (hypercorrect) feature of the written language, the following can be claimed about them. As regards the semantic distinction between the dynamic and declarative infinitive (cf. above), these clauses could hardly be interpreted as cases of the dynamic infinitive; rather, they pertain to the category of the declarative infinitive. In terms of Naturalness Theory, the latter is less sem natural than the former. The scale >sem (dynamic infinitive, declarative infinitive) is supported according to the criterion (J) of typology. 25 Consequently, it is consonant with the assumptions of Naturalness Theory that. non-deliberative interrogative infinitive clauses developed in the history of Greek at a later stage than deliberative ones. 26 Another feature of non-deliberative interrogative infinitive clauses, namely that they occur only in the form of Acl, whereas the subject of deliberative infinitive clauses is regularly omitted, can be interpreted from the perspective of Naturalness Theory as follows. Since Acl is a less sem natural variant than an infinitive clause with subject omission (according to the criterion (A) of least effort), it is expected that Acl associates with the less natura! form of the infinitive clause, in this case, with the non-deliberative interrogative infinitive clause.
To sum up, even the use of interrogative infinitive clauses with a non-deliberative meaning, a very rare phenomenon that has not yet been fully investigated in Greek, it is congruous with the expectations ofNaturalness Theory. However, the latter cannot answer the question about the status of such clauses in the contemporary spoken language. 
